
Function :

With some mirrors �ngers may appear on the picture when not properly handled. For the buccal side
the mirror is used as a retracter and needs a good grip to have a good strength. That is the reason
why these mirrors have a shoe stuck on the back side to attach a stainless steel handle.
Our mirrors are made of 3mm �oat glass chromium coated on a single side. They are stainless and
ensure a high quality re�ectance without « ghost image ».
“Titanium Mirrors” are available with an additional Titanium dioxyde coat for a higher re�ectance than
either chromium or rhodium.

User tips :

Mirror will be introduced into the buccal cavity and positioned to take the picture directly on the mirror. The
mirror shape will be choosen according to the photography area. irror theHandle will help to hold the m by
practitioner, the assistant or the patient if he is cooperative.
Warming up the mirror will prevent fogging (40°C, 104°F), blowing with air syringe can be used too.

Cleaning :

M rrors are scratches sensitive: Handle and store the mirrors carefully and do not mix with metallici
instruments.
Very important : Spotted mirror must be kept moist until washing by immersion in water or kept
between 2 damp wipes.
Do not wash with washing machine or ultrasonic cleaning device.
Clean with water or a soft cloth or micro�ber. It is possible to use decontamination products keeping the
same precautions.

Sterilization :

Autoclaving is the recommended method of sterilization to 121° (249.8°F) or 13 ° (273.2°F) for 304
minutes max.). Mirrors must be absolutely dry when placed in pouches.
Other process are not recommended.

SECURITY :
Any scratched mirror or/and with a chipped edge must be immediately discarded.
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Friction tongue

You can increase friction
by folding slightly the
friction tongue with a pen.

CE must be visible
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delivered with stainless steel handle
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A4 paper size

Mirrors shapes scale : 1/1

Shape and size may be changed without prior notice.


